“Rosen LevelUp is a powerful adaptive literacy platform that allows teachers to easily sort texts to align to their
instructional design as well as to their students’ instructional needs. It is the ability to flex the resource and to use it
across the gradual release within the literacy block that makes it so special. The benefit to the student is immediate
as texts are accessible in various formats and can be utilized in any classroom at any time. The ease of integration
is a great strength of the platform.” —Amber Molloy, Program Administrator of Literacy in the Office of Professional Learning
							

for Montgomery County Intermediate Unit, Montgomery County, PA
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Rosen LevelUp is an adaptive reading platform that brings
educators and students to one robust resource to foster students’
foundational literacy development. Supporting small group,
whole class, and individualized practice, Rosen LevelUp provides
a personalized experience to promote and track the successful
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acquisition of key reading skills. The adaptive platform includes
over 2,400 high-interest authentic fiction and nonfiction titles and
intuitive educator tools to motivate and engage students for
skill-building and literacy growth.
“Rosen’s LevelUp is a smooth, reader-friendly eBook platform…coupled with a broad
set of instructional tools for teachers and utilities for classroom management and
data reporting.” —School Library Journal
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Interactive
Phonics Titles
The Rosen LevelUp interactive
phonics titles provide systematic
practice that builds students’
skills in phonemic awareness.
The state-of-the-art 3D animation
program follows a complete
scope and sequence, addressing
topics from emergent letter-sound
correspondence to multisyllabic
and compound words. The 110 texts
include audio, writing practice,
and engaging activities that make
learning fun for all students!

Engaging Student
Gaming Environment
LevelUp Land’s gaming environment
maximizes student engagement without
distracting from learning goals. Learners will
be able to freely play and wander through
an immersive 3D environment similar to the
most popular gaming platforms of today.
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Robust Reporting
for Analysis
Rosen LevelUp offers robust, intuitive
reporting for analysis. Educators
have access to essential reporting
at-a-glance or for download, plus
the ability to drill down multiple data
points to assess mastery in state ELA
standards and key reading skills.

Reports
illustrate individual,
class, school, and
district performance
and allow for proper
intervention to

improve
performance
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